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The cultural background
Between the last quarter of the fifth and the beginning of the fourth cen-
tury BC a major change appears to have taken place in Athenian culture.
Despite differences of opinion over specific problems, today scholars tend
to agree that the textual and archaeological evidence together allows us to
reconstruct an age in which literacy became more widespread and a “book
culture” gradually gained ground.1 We may observe the spread of a new
cultural medium, the book, in the life of the polis and also infer that this
change took place not only in everyday life but also in people’s minds.
The papyrus roll, introduced into Greece from Egypt during the preceding
centuries, proved to be an effective medium for preserving writing and an
easy and versatile means of written communication. It was employed to
preserve regulations governing the lives of citizens of the polis; to circulate
political programmes and cultural polemics; to advertise a victory won in
the law courts through publication of the successful speech; and as an aid
to study and entertainment both for individuals and for groups of listen-
ers and readers.2 In addition, there is another aspect which must be taken
into consideration when dealing with Greek written culture of this period,
namely the development of the genres of prose. By the fourth century, prose
had partly replaced poetry and drama as a means of communicating social
and political values and ideas.3
It is against the background of these developments that this chapter
deals with the emerging practice of preserving and collecting books, and
1 The 1952 paper of Eric Turner, Athenian Books in the Fifth and Fourth Centuries B.C., can still
serve as a valid point of departure for those who want to carry on research on this subject. For
studies in this line, cf. Kenyon 1932: 19–24; Davison 1962; Knox 1985: 1–16; Harris 1989:
65–115; Thomas 1992, 2009; Blanck 2008: 156–9.
2 The works of fourth-century authors have been variously investigated, especially with reference
to the relationships between orality and writing or between writing and performance: see, for
instance – besides the much-debated Havelock 1963 – Dover 1968; Gastaldi 1981; Usener 1994;
Thomas 2003.
3 See Norden 1898, especially at 79–121. For a recent study, cf. Wallace 1995; for the role of
Isocrates in this change, see Nicolai 2004b. 85
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on their use for a variety of intellectual purposes. It will do so through the
discussion of selected testimony drawnmainly from Athenian prose writers
of the fourth century. Theirworks contain significant clues tounderstanding
how a private library was imagined in this period, what kind of books were
considered worth collecting, and how these collections were designed to be
employed.
Personal and practical libraries
Libraries in fourth century Athens were either small collections of books
available only to the owner, his family, and friends, or else personal col-
lections that made up the core of larger libraries, such as those in higher
schools, that were open to students and assistants. The libraries of the Pla-
tonic Academy or of the Aristotelian Peripatos were in their own way private
and closed institutions. There were no public libraries in fourth-century
Athens, in the sense that no collection of books had been put together on
the initiative of the state. The belief that Pisistratus established a library in
Athens as early as the sixth century has no foundation in fact. The story
seems to have originated from a misunderstanding of his role in the col-
lection and division of the Homeric corpus.4 Given that the library was
confined to the private sphere of existence, the most likely place to find
a book was in private homes, where books might be kept for a variety
of reasons, even as a kind of family “relic.”5 Such were, for instance, the
manuscripts of Solon preserved in the house of Critias at the end of the fifth
century according to the story told by Plato in the homonymous dialogue.6
Those writings, (		 as Plato says, which Solon had partly translated
from the Egyptian, had been the source of information about the most
ancient history of the world for that refined writer and politician (113b:
		'
  N6 	 & 0, “and I studied them when I was
a boy” – Critias there admits). The story also casts some light on the role of
4 Cf. Gell. 7.17.1–2 and the other testimonies collected by Platthy 1968: 97–110. Cf. also Pfeiffer
1968: 25. Pasquali 1930: 942 wondered what an Athenian library could have contained in the
time before the Persian Wars apart from some epic poems. For a brief overview on libraries in
the Greek and Roman world, see now Otranto 2010.
5 There is also evidence that for a long time some books were considered worthy of being
preserved in temples or sanctuaries, which were the only places from which their knowledge
was to be obtained. Such was the case of the book which Heraclitus left in the temple of
Artemis, according to Diog. Laert. 9.5–6, cf. Cambiano 1988: 70–1; Nicolai 2000: 224 and Perilli
2007: 41–4.
6 Pl. Criti. 113a–b cf. Nesselrath 2006: 246–7.
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important Athenian families in the first stages of the transmission of ancient
texts.7
A book could also be regarded as a personal treasure with a strong auto-
biographical significance, a possession to be enjoyed with friends sharing
the same (in this case, philosophical) interests. This emerges from another
lively page of Plato set some time after the death of Socrates. The prologue
of the Theaetetus takes us outside Athens, to the agora of Megara, where the
philosopher Euclides and his friend Terpsion come across each other and
recall the former’s past meetings with Socrates.8 Of course, the “dramatic”
setting of Plato’s dialogue is, as usual, fictitious, but it arguably reflects
actual practices of his time. Soon we are taken from the agora to a more
private place, as Euclides invites Terpsion to his house and their conver-
sation turns to the reading, or rather to the hearing of a book read aloud
by a young slave. It is worth dwelling briefly on this. The text read by the
slave was written in a kind of a home-made book, since it was put together
by Euclides himself at different times and contained the transcriptions of
Socrates’ conversations with other people (including Theaetetus) as told to
Euclides by Socrates himself, that is to say the dialogue that amodern reader
finds immediately after the prologue.9 Euclides’ book was the end product
of a long process of drafting, expansion, and revision: the final copy was
recorded on a papyrus roll. He was rightly proud to show the results of
these efforts to his friend, as the deictic adjective 
 suggests (Tht. 143b:
& 	  <<'
, / H
*, 
, “here is the book, Terpsion”). This
prologue also contains useful information about the way an ancient author
worked. Euclides is portrayed as having reconstructed the text of Socrates’
conversations as a direct dialogue, that is without connectives like “he said,”
“he answered” and the like.10
7 Cf. Canfora 1988: 6 and Loraux 1989: 253–4.
8 Pl. Tht. 142a–143c. On the “dramatic” date of the dialogue (after 369) cf. Die`s 1950: 120–1.
9 This is not the only reference in Plato to the “construction” of a book. Portraits of authors
“assembling” their books can be found, for instance, in Phdr. 278d–e and in Menex. 236a–b
where Aspasia is described as “gluing together” ('')) a funeral oration. See also
Nieddu 2003: 77–8 and 81, Pe´barthe 2006: 76–7; Labriola 2010.
10 This indeed looks like a literary device through which Plato himself describes for his readers
his own way of working. On the passage, cf. also Small 1997: 203–4; Cambiano 2007: 107–8. A
controversial list of ancient book collectors known centuries later to Athenaeus included a
Euclides of Athens among others such as Polycrates of Samos, Pisistratus, Nicocrates of
Cyprus, the kings of Pergamum, Euripides, Aristotle, Theophrastus, and Neleus (Ath. 1.3a).
Modern interpreters identify this Euclides with the Athenian archon of 403/2 BC. Nevertheless,
one may wonder whether the Megarian philosopher, who studied in Athens, should not be
taken into consideration as an alternative candidate on the evidence of this passage. On this
list, cf. the paper of Christian Jacob in the present volume.
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The literature of the fourth century has handed down to us even more
detailed representations of libraries. Alexis, in his comedy entitled Linos, put
on the stage what we may call a professional library, the collection of books
that belonged to a teacher. In awell known fragment of the play preserved by
Athenaeus, Alexis described Linos, the mythical teacher of Heracles,11 ask-
ing his pupil to choose a book from a selection.12 This collection included,
as expected, mostly poets: Orpheus, Hesiod, tragedies, Choerilus, Homer,
Epicharmus, but also “prose works of various kinds” ((		 R
(), and even a book on cookery by a Simos ( 6CH
), which
the perpetually hungry Heracles chooses without hesitation. Some of these
works were part of the traditional repertory of a teacher. But what is inter-
esting here is the fact that this catalogue was considered a plausible one
for Alexis’ audience. Still more interesting for us is the way in which the
physical space of this small library is imagined. If the books were actually
shown on the stage, they were probably presented as standing in at least
one container for papyrus rolls, a cylindrical leather case for example, with
their titles written on the verso, i.e. on the outside of the papyrus rolls.13
In any case, Linos invites Heracles to get closer to a particular spot on the
stage, to choose a book from there (<<'
   >  <%' R
' ! " '<) and, after taking his time to decipher the titles carefully
(-6 8 (  )  ) 		(* 	
  '), to show the book to him (and of course to the audience).
Certainly, Linos’ library sounds impressive if compared with the anec-
dote in which Plutarch tells us of a teacher, whom Alcibiades once met in
the last quarter of the fifth century, who did not even possess a copy of
Homer.14
Small technical libraries too, used for different trades, certainly circulated
at the time. In the Aegineticus, one of the surviving court speeches of
Isocrates, a book-collection used for mantic art is mentioned (" <
<'
"   	). It belonged to a man called Polimenaetus and
11 Lively pictures on vases displaying Heracles at the school of Linos are collected in Beck 1975 pl.
5, nos. 26–8, and 6 no. 29; cf. also LIMC IV.1 1988: 833–4, LIMC IV.2 1988: 557–8 nos.
1,666–73. A scene of Linos using a book to teach Musaeus is reproduced in Beck 1975 pl. 6, no.
30 and LIMC IV.2 1992: 147.
12 Ath. 4.164a–d = Alexis, fr. 140 K.-A. However, there are scholars who think that the scene was
set in front of a bookstall in the market, cf. Caroli 2010: 117, n. 17.
13 Otherwise we could imagine the book-rolls lying on the shelves of a cupboard or of a niche. It
appears less probable that the titles were written by that time on thin strips of papyrus or
leather hanging from one end of the roll. For comments on the passage, see Birt 1882: 446;
Platthy 1968: 115–17 test. 44; Nesselrath 1990: 227–8 and n. 138; Arnott 1996: 409–11: Del
Corso 2003: 19; Caroli 2007: 20–2.
14 Plut. Alc. 7.1.
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was bequeathed after his death to one of his friends, who in turn devoted
himself to this profession and earned a considerable amount of money
as a result.15 As far as the activity of Isocrates himself as a logographer
is concerned, Aristotle (quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus) stated that
bundles of Isocrates’ court speeches were to be found on sale in Athens.
Leaving aside the debate on Isocrates and his attempt to cover up his past
as a logographer, this is of course useful information concerning what
could be found on Athenian bookstalls in the fourth century and about
the uncontrolled circulation of court speeches. What is interesting again is
that such a “library,” made up of book-rolls falsely inscribed with Isocrates’
name by the sellers, was available to people who might be seeking speeches
of this kind for their own personal legal needs.16
Food for thought: books for intellectual purposes
Let us now turn our attention to the use of books by learned men. There
is evidence for a strong interest in purchasing and gathering books for
intellectual purposes. The type of intellectual who collected books is well
represented, at the end of the fifth century, by Euripides and it is known that
Aristophanes teased him about this in the Frogs, an extremely remarkable
document about the cultural life of Athens at the turn of the two centuries.
There Euripides is blamed for putting Aeschylus’ art on a diet of beets
tossed with a juice of “chatterings filtered from books” (*	'	(*
& <<'
*) and further we see Euripides and his entire family team
getting on Dionysius’ scales “holding books” (L''<! " <<'
).17
Ancient anecdotes also emphasize the enthusiasm that learned men had
for buying books, even at a very high price. A group of testimonies concern
Plato’s expensive purchase of a treatise of the Pythagorean Philolaus.18
Others refer to his passion for the Mimes of Sophron and the poems of
Antimachus.19 Aristotle, in turn, was creditedwith paying three Attic talents
for some books of Speusippus.20 The libraries of the institutions which
15 Isoc. Aeg. 5. Cf. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1889: 123 n. 1; Platthy 1968: 144 test.106; Nieddu
1984: 259 and n. 180; Dillery 2005: 222.
16 Dion. Hal. Isoc. 18 = Arist. fr. 128 Gigon. See Dover 1968: 25–6. On the problems relevant to
the court speeches of Isocrates, cf. Whitehead 2004.
17 Ar. Ran. 943 and 1409. Evidence on Euripides and books is collected in Kannicht 2004: 73–4,
test. 49–50b. See also Nieddu 1984: 254–5; Dover 1993: 34–5.
18 Gell. 3.17 = Timon, fr. 54 Di Marco; Diog. Laert. 3.9 = Satyrus, fr. 16 Mu¨ller; Diog. Laert.
8.85 = Hermippus, fr. 69 Bollanse´e; Diog. Laert. 8.84.
19 Diog. Laert. 3.18 and Procl. In Ti. 90.21–4 Diehl.
20 Gell. 3.17 = Du¨ring 1957: 337 test. 42b.
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Plato and Aristotle created, the Academy and the Lyceum, appear to have
grown up around the personal libraries of the two philosophers.21 Even if
intended for the use of the schools, they continued to be regarded as personal
property. This is especially clear for Aristotle who bequeathed his library to
his successor Theophrastus, as we understand from Strabo’s testimonium
on the fate of Aristotle’s library.22
Around themiddle of the century Xenophon in hisMemorabilia portrays
Socrates conversing with a young man, Euthydemus, who was very keen
on collecting books. “Tell me, Euthydemus, am I rightly informed that
you have a large collection of books (''" (		) written by the
wise men of the past?” – Socrates asks him. And Euthydemus admits to
the insistent philosopher that he has gathered books and that he goes on
gathering them with great care ( -  (*, -* ; *	  ;
%*	', “and Iwill collect themuntil I get asmany as possible”).23
Socrates then lists a series of professions which could profit by a collection
of books (thus confirming for us the circulation of such technical libraries):
doctor, architect, mathematician, astronomer, and even rhapsodist (since
he knows that Euthydemus’ library included also “all the verses [i.e. books]
of Homer”). But of course in Socrates’ view none of these books could
lead to virtue. This scene, set at the end of the fifth century, was probably
imagined by Xenophon in response to the book-collecting practices of his
own day. It displays the first profile of a conscious book-collector and shows
that by this time it was considered appropriate to use books as a means of
learning practical or professional skills.24
Testimony to the use of private libraries for scholarly practices can also be
found in contemporary literature. A series of passages suggests that recourse
to books had gradually become usual in intellectual milieux, since these
scenes all concern the search and selection ofmaterial for cultural purposes.
The most significant passage comes, once again, from Xenophon’s Mem-
orabilia. Socrates and a group of pupils and collaborators are engaged in
unrolling papyrus rolls ('
*), reading texts (	) and extract-
ing ('=	 ) and copying the most interesting passages from the works
of ancient authors preserved in books (J  J ) (' )
21 For anecdotes on the library of Plato cf. Platthy 1968: 121–4, test. 54–61, and Swift Riginos
1976: 165–79. Several passages in Plato’s works refer to the use of books as usual practice, cf.
e.g. Del Corso 2003: 12. On the library of Aristotle, cf. Platthy 1968: 124–9 test. 64–74 and
Du¨ring 1957: 337–8 test. 42a–d. On research and writing in the Lyceum, cf. Vegetti 1992 and
Cambiano 1988: 78–81.
22 Strabo 13.1.54–55, also discussed by Jacob, this volume, as is the next passage discussed.
23 Xen. Mem. 4.2.8. Cf. Platthy 1968: 130 test. 77; Cavallo 1988: 29; Perilli 2007: 37–8.
24 Morgan 1999: 54.
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) f  '  <<'
 (H).25 It is not easy to say
whether this reflects the habits of Socrates or rather a way of working more
familiar to Xenophon himself. But it is nonetheless remarkable, especially
for the words used. The content of these books is regarded as a  =,
a treasure, and the idea that writing in books is the means by which such
treasures are preserved is emphasized.26 The practice of reading books and
making extracts from them was also treated as a common one by Alci-
damas, a strong critic of written culture, in his pamphlet On those who write
speeches. He begins by stating that even people lacking any culture whatso-
evermight easily compose speeches, by simply resorting to thewrittenworks
of past authors and selecting ideas from different sources (  	
" ) =* (		 ''=  . $&  	R
	 ).27 This method of working was not unknown to Plato
who refers in the Laws to those who extract sections and entire passages
from every kind of author to create new texts (M   (* ('
'L   >' G . $& =).28 Isocrates too
appears to allude to this practice in the Ad Nicoclem where, while dealing
with the inventioof arguments by thosewhodevote themselves to paraenetic
speeches, he states that the one who is able to collect ( ) the greatest
number of ideas and precepts scattered (	*) in the thoughts of
the ancient authors (  ) b''* 
) and to re-edit them in a
more accurate form, this one shall be regarded as “themost accomplished in
composing speeches” (). Isocrates repeats this idea further on,
where he criticizes the fact that most people would not show any interest “if
one were to make a collection of what we call maxims from the works of the
leading poets” (X  'L ) =* ) " '	
8	).29 Finally, references to this way of working also occur in Aris-
totle (“we ought to make extracts from written works”, '  )
		*).30
25 Xen. Mem. 1.6.14. The scene is anticipated (Mem. 1.2.56) by Policrates’ criticism that Socrates
“selected” ('=	) from poets passages which could be useful in justifying his illicit
behavior. See now Bandini and Dorion 2000: 165–6.
26 In Xenophon’s Memorabilia books are called  
 only here and in 4.2.9 (where
Euthydemus’ library is mentioned), cf. Gigon 1953: 163, Bandini and Dorion 2000: 165.
27 Alcidamas, Soph. 4. For a well documented treatment of the subject, cf. Mariss 2002: 115–16.
28 Pl. Leg. 811a. On the passage and its relation to the issue of the origin of anthologies, cf. Ford
2002: 194–7, and the critical remarks by Nicolai 2004a: 195–7. Also the selection of passages
for teaching required a book collection: on teaching anthologies and book circulation, see now
Del Corso 2005: 17–20.
29 See Isoc. Ad Nic. 41 and 44. On the first passage, cf. Nicolai 2004b: 28–9.
30 Arist. Top. 105b. Evidence on this practice for a later period is collected by Dorandi 2000b:
27–50.
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Collating books
The most impressive instance of excerpting in the fourth century comes
from an author, Isocrates, who held his own works in great esteem and
made them into a sort of reference “library” for his own use.31 The self-
quotations from previous works that he included in his Antidosis actually
form an annotated anthology from his former books: there is no parallel in
the literature of this age. The case is highly remarkable not only for the study
of ancient literary composition but also for the history of ancient criticism
and for the history of Isocrates’ text. The large quantity of texts inserted in
the new work required Isocrates and his collaborators to single out and find
the chosen sections in the author’s library, that is to say in the book-rolls
containing the final version of the works from which he had decided to
make extracts.
These examples lead us to consider in brief also the evidence provided by
the way in which fourth-century books are structured. Explicit quotations,
references, and allusions to texts of other authors proliferate in prose texts of
this time and clearly point to the use of books in the compositional process.
AmongAristotle’sworks, a treatise like theRhetoric, to give just one example,
required a preliminary collection of extracts from works of other authors,
since it is unlikely that all the quotations with which the work is full were
made solely frommemory.32 These notes were subsequently inserted in the
relevant places as the draft of Aristotle’s course on rhetoric took its shape,
a process which implies the availability of books for teacher and pupils.
For this reason, quotations, and long quotations in particular, allow us a
glimpse into the “workshop” of ancient authors. Such is the case of the long
quotation from the gC (Seasons) of Prodicus, the famous tale of Heracles
at the crossroads, inserted by Xenophon in his Memorabilia, and which
is presented as a mnemonic tour de force of Socrates (> ! 			,
“as far as I remember”, he says before his performance).33 Quotations from
poetry are also widespread in Attic oratory. The speeches that Aeschines and
Demosthenes published after the political trials in which they faced each
other (Aeschines’Against Timarchus,On the embassy andAgainst Ctesiphon;
31 For the large self-quotations in the Antidosis (Paneg. 51–99 = Antid. 59; Pac. 25–56 and 132–45
= Antid. 65; Ad Nic. 14–39 = Antid. 72; C. soph. 14–18 = Antid. 195; plus Nic. 5–9 = Antid.
253–7), cf. Pinto 2003: 107–42 and Nicolai 2004b.
32 On this aspect, cf. Knox 1985: 13. For Aristotle’s way of working, cf. Du¨ring 1954: 69 and n. 2
and Du¨ring 1957: 368–9.
33 Xen. Mem. 2.1.21–34 = Prodic. fr. 2 D.-K. Cf. Gigon 1956: 60–2. Prodicus’ book is known and
mentioned by Plato as well (Symp. 177b). On its circulation, cf. Nieddu 1984: 250. For a recent
analysis of the quotation in Xenophon, cf. Sansone 2004.
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Demosthenes’ On the embassy and On the crown) include a great number
of verses inserted throughout the argumentation. In the revised versions
of these texts made to be circulated at the end of the trials those verses
are read, by means of a fictitious device already employed by Isocrates in
his Antidosis, by a 		%, a secretary of the court. Of course, a few
verses from Homer or Hesiod or from a tragedy might be quoted by heart
during the actual debates. But it is more difficult to imagine Demosthenes
reciting or reading (or making someone else read) in the court sixteen lines
from Sophocles’ Antigone or thirty-nine lines from an elegy of Solon.34 The
same must be true for the fifty-five lines from Euripides’ Erechtheus or the
thirty-two lines from Tyrtaeus that we read in Lycurgus.35
The Athenian authors took part in the life of the polis from different
points of view. The book was a suitable medium for them to circulate ideas
as well as cultural and political programmes. For the same reason they read
each other’s works. This is explicitly stated by Isocrates, for instance, at the
beginning of his Busiris, referring to one of his opponents, Polycrates, where
he says that he has read some of the works composed by Polycrates () 
'=* (,W , $& *8).36 Therefore polemics, one
of themain features of the literature of the century, affected different fields of
intellectual production (philosophy, rhetoric, historiography, oratory) and
can be traced in particular in the works of the great cultural protagonists of
the age, including Xenophon, Isocrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Demosthenes.
These polemics are rarely explicit; usually they are in the form of more or
less recognizable allusions or parodies. More than a century ago Gustav
Teichmu¨ller attempted to produce a survey of the cultural quarrels of the
century;37 even the volumes of Werner Jaeger’s Paideia are still useful for
the reconstruction of this tangled network of intellectual relationships;
and scholarship goes back periodically to single cases. I will recall here
just a single instance. An anecdote dating back to ancient biographical
traditions (qui de Xenophontis Platonisque vita et moribus pleraque omnia
exquisitissime scripsere) and collected in the second century AD by Aulus
Gellius reported that as soon as the first two books of Plato’s Republic were
put into circulation, Xenophon started composing theCyropedia, a work on
34 Dem. De falsa leg. 247 = Soph. Ant. 175–90, De falsa leg. 255 = Solon, Eleg. 4 West2.
35 Lyc. Leoc. 100 = Eur. fr. 360 Kannicht, Leoc. 107 = Tyrtaeus, Eleg. 6–7 Prato. A brief survey of
passages and bibliography in Pinto 2003: 7–8 and nn. 6–8. On the significance of the large
quotations from poetry in Lycurgus’ Against Leocrates, cf. Nicolai 2004a: 192–4.
36 Isoc. Bus. 1. Cf. Livingstone 2001: 93–4. For recent studies focussing on Xenophon, see Danzig
2003, 2005. On the practice of discussing philosophical books, see Cambiano 2007.
37 Teichmu¨ller 1881–4.
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a different form of government, the monarchic system.38 A fictitious story,
probably, but one which tells us much about the effect of reading a newly
published book in the period we are observing.
All these passages imply that reading books, selecting sections, and copy-
ing them out was considered a prerequisite for the accomplishment of a new
literary product. In this way, we can occasionally glimpse the ancient author
working with books, possibly with the support of others, even if we know
very little of the specific dynamics. It is clear from Isocrates’ Panathenaicus,
for example, that he was surrounded by assistants and pupils who not only
used to analyze and discuss the works of their teacher but also took an
active part in the composition of his speeches.39 It is probably not excessive
to imagine something similar happening in the case of other important
Athenian entourages.
Towards a new idea of the library
We do not know if there was a library in the school of Isocrates: there is
scanty information about where this institution was located, a late source
placing it near the Lyceum.40 But the scholarly practices mentioned above
and the different professions that Isocrates’ former pupils reputedly prac-
tised (as rhetoricians, politicians, generals, poets, dramatists, historians,
antiquarians etc.) all speak in favor of the existence of a diversified col-
lection of books.41 It is also possible to connect the school of Isocrates to
the establishment of a library outside Athens thanks to evidence that until
now has not been fully appreciated. Nymphis, a historian from Heraclea in
Pontus, who lived in the third century BC, recorded that Clearchus, who
had been a pupil of Isocrates for four years, was the first among the local
dynasts to establish a library in his time (<<'  	 (
& ) b''* f ,  L \	( ). This fragment has
been preserved by the Byzantine scholar Photius in his so-called Bibliotheca
and by good fortune can be combined with the information we have about
the ties of Clearchus to the school of Isocrates, from Isocrates’ letter to
Clearchus’ son Timotheus. This evidence reveals the existence of a library
38 Gell. 14.3.3: Xenophon inclito illi operi Platonos, quod de optimo statu reipublicae civitatisque
administrandae scriptum est, lectis ex eo duobus fere libris, qui primi in volgus exierant, opposuit
contra conscripsitque diversum regiae administrationis genus, quod 	 
 inscriptum
est. Cf. Danzig 2003.
39 Isoc. Panath. 200–68. Commentary in Roth 2003: 216–60.
40 Anon. Vita Isocr. in Mathieu and Bre´mond 1928, xxxvi ll. 116–17.
41 An attempt to outline a library of Isocrates is in Pinto 2006.
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in a Greek colony on the Black Sea before the middle of the fourth century
(Clearchus wasmurdered around 353/2). It ascribes its foundation to aman
who had received his higher education in Athens, at the school of an influ-
ential teacher who was well aware of the importance of books.42 Something
similar, if on a rather different scale, was accomplished at the end of the
century by Demetrius of Phalerum, philosopher and politician, a pupil of
Aristotle and Theophrastus, who became the counsellor of Ptolemy I and
is credited by some ancient sources with conceiving the project of estab-
lishing a library in Alexandria.43 His example connects the experiences and
practices of Athenian learned men of the fourth century directly with the
foundation of the greatest library of the ancient world. It is conveniently
recalled at the end of this survey.
42 See Phot. Bibl. chap. 224, 222b 25–7 Bekker, quoting Memnon (FGrHist 434 fr. 1), who
ultimately drew on Nymphis, and Isocr. Epist. VII. Cf. Pasquali 1930: 942; Platthy 1968: 158
test. 134; Trampedach 1994: 85.
43 This is probably the meaning of what we read in Strabo 13.1.54: “Aristotle [ . . . ] was the first,
as far as we know, to collect books and to teach the kings of Egypt how to put a library
together.” Cf. Pfeiffer 1968: 98–104; Jacob 1996: 48 and 52; Canfora 1999.
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